Time Tracking, Attendance
and Billing Software for your
tasks and projects

■

For individuals and especially for teams

■

In the cloud available via web, your tablet or smartphone

■

We speak your language with excellent online support

■

Simply clock in and out in Attendance

■

Track time spent on projects, clients and/or different activities

■

Convert your tracked time into money
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Who are we?
primaERP is a startup division of ABRA Software a.s., a company established in 1991, which is currently
the leader of the ERP Software market in the Czech Republic with their product called ABRA.
Our goal is to combine modern technology with our more than 20 years of experience providing ERP software
for thousands of companies, and to offer the perfect solutions, especially for startups and SMEs. We believe
ERP systems are crucial to any company and in today’s business world, which is characterized by mobility
and immediacy, cloud-based software becomes more and more essential. This is why we have launched
primaERP in 2011, a new generation software that runs entirely in the cloud, and is available from
anywhere via web browser or mobile devices. We have thousands of registered users in 100 countries
worldwide and our applications are available in 7 languages (English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Czech,
Slovak and Russian) with an excellent support team by your side.

Advantages
■

The graphical user interface (GUI) application is so simple and intuitive that it minimizes
implementation costs for each user, as one can handle the application in minutes without complicated
manuals or training.

■

Allows data export in PDF, Excel and CSV formats.

■

Thanks to the Oracle database and the advanced features of AWS (Amazon website service), we can
guarantee the safety and unlimited availability of our applications anywhere in the world at any time
of the day, for all members of the account.
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We strongly believe that people and their time is the most valuable part of any company and knowing how it
is being used is crucial to evaluate and make decisions, which have an impact on improving your business.
Therefore the main function of primaERP Time Tracking is to record the time we spend on each activity and
generate automatic reports to facilitate the analysis of this information.

How does it work?
■

primaERP Time Tracking allows you to create time records according to clients, projects, tasks
and activities, which can be assigned an hourly rate and designated as "beneficial" or not according
to your own opinion. This allows us to evaluate our work from different perspectives.

■

The time records in the app are automatically seen in the form of clear reports, thus saving much
time and paperwork costs.

■

primaERP Time Tracking supports project management with its integration to services like
Basecamp Classic, Google Calendar and MS Exchange.

■

It was especially designed for teamwork, as it provides user roles and a team calendar, which gives
you an overview of how each team member is spending his time. In addition, you can all work
together with a single primaERP account, so you don’t need to have a common e-mail or install any
software.

■

primaERP Time Tracking is transparent and secure. Your data is safe with the instantaneous
backup and you can export all of your data in the JSON format whenever you need.

■

It is free for 3 users, with no time limit or functions.
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This is the easiest way to track how much time you spend working and how much time you spend with
non-working activities, such as breaks. It works just like a punch clock; just clock in and out. You can use
it for yourself, your team or all of your employees to have an overview of the attendance.

How does it work?
■

You can easily and quickly enter the time of your arrival, departure and breaks.

■

Define your breaks and activities and switch them with a single click.

■

It provides you with automatically formed timesheets with export, printing and emailing Option.

■

All data is stored in the cloud, so that it is accessible anywhere, anytime and freely.

■

The Android app gives you the possibility to track your time offline - for workers in the field.

■

Free for 3 users for an unlimited time and no restrictions.
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Create invoices automatically and accurately based on your time records from the primaERP Time Tracking
module. Watch your time turn into money!

How does it work?
■

You can assign hourly rates to your clients, projects, tasks, activities, users or their combinations
and have a great overview of them.

■

It is also possible to recalculate the prices of past time records or set a new hourly rate for future
records.

■

When adding time records to the bill and saving it, the time records are automatically marked
as billed. This gives you a clear overview of which time has been invoiced and which has not.

■

One user of the Billing module is free without time limits or functions.
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App for mobile devices
In order to provide the absolute availability that these tools require, we have developed a native Android
application for Android primaERP Time Tracking and Attendance, as well as an iOS app for Time Tracking.

Advantages:
■

Available for mobile devices with Android and iOS.

■

Perfect for tracking the time in the field, on the go, anywhere…

■

In your language (all versions in all 7 supported languages).

■

Immediate synchronization to the cloud when online.

■

You can also work offline and automatically sync your data once online.

■

Contains basic settings, all Time Tracking and Attendance functions and your personal
report/timesheet.

■

Quick and easy user interface.

■

Download for free!
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Pricing
Free Users without any time or functionality restrictions.

Prices don’t include VAT

https://www.primaerp.com/en_us/

Contact:
■

Sales: info@primaerp.com

■

Support: support@primaerp.com

■

Phone No.: +420 296 397 360

We are constantly working on improving the app, so stay tuned for any new features, designs, etc. on our
social networks and our blog - http://www.blog.primaerp.com. Do you have any questions?
Don't hesitate to contact us at support@primaerp.com. We would be happy to hear from you!
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